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The UK shows the way in Europe
The latest edition of our Software and Computing The Top Five suppliers of SCSI to the European market
Services Industry In Europe Report is at last nished. are identical to last year. The US-owned players did
We are now in the hands of the printers used by our French particularly well with IBM extending its lead position. IBM☂s
partners. So with their current immaculate union relations position is bound to improve still further in 1995 as a result
we can expect few further delays... the MT and Lotus purchases. EDS. Microsoft and CSC
European relations are not helped, of course, by tinalproof all recorded above average growth. Lower down the
of our forecast last yearthat the UK would not only have rankings. Oracle and Computer Associates have
the fastest growth rate in the whole of Europe through to improved their positions.

. 1999 but would also by then overtake France as the Amongst the European owned suppliers. SAP did
second largest SCSI market in Europe. Indeed France. particularly well.

Software and Computing Services Industry In Europe However, ☜ does "Oi make particularly 900d reading 85
excludin - S terns Software and All Hardware Maintenance far as the UK is concerned with no UK companies featuring

MmmnECU AAGR . .
In the Top 25. Indeed the first UK company - the Mlsys/

ance 1 186, 1995/1999 ACT grouping - comes in at #30 with ECU304m, followed
by Syntegra (#33), GEO/Marconi (Easams) #34 and

     

  
  
    
     

 

  

  
  

 

9594
122?: Logice at #35. The only other UK-owned companies in

Netherlands 3796 the Top 50 are Granada, MDIS and CMG.

European countries have 34 companies in the Top 50 (up
from 32 last year). The penetration of non-European
companies (almost exclusiVely US) was greatest amongst
software vendors, management consultants. FM and SI

ltaly and the Netherlands - countries with particularly high companies. Interestingly the competition from the
social costs who have yet to face the economic realities telecomms playerslike France Telecomm, BT and AT&T
of the new world order- have the lowest forecast growth does not seem to have materialised...yet.
rates. Like the UK, Germany is forecast to have a high
SCSI growth rate through to 1999.
As we have said on many occasions, it is the move to

. outsourcing (by the way. not just facilities management,
but all other associated activities like applications
management. thraining, managed services etc.) which
has contributed towards the high SCSI growth in the UK.
But systems Integration - as large companies throughout
Europe dust off their new project plans - will also
experience above average growth. Good news for all the
major project houses. But professional services v at

Software and commln Sorvlcu Indus! In Euro
excludln stems So wara and All Hardware Maintenance

Million ECU 1994 1995 1999 MGR
1995/1999

System Software

6226  

 

Scandinavia

  Nola: Conversion rate used = £1: 1.29 ECU

   

 

   

 

   

 

    
   Hardware Malmenanoo
Proleeulonol Sorvloea
Systems Integration
Software Product:

TOTAL 105332 +Il.l%
(excluding Synon- So wm and M
ledlllru Mahler-anon

♥Nae: Conversion rlto mod - (I. L29 ECU

 

    

   
  

     Note: Conversion RateIt - 1.: ECU

present the largest single sector in the European market The Software and Computlng Services Industry In
- is forecast to have below average growth. This sector Europe Report "~ Marketand Strategies - 1995 4999
was the mainstay of many of Europe☂s leaders. like (:65. will be published in January. The pro♥publication price of
and its decline is the main reason their current problems. £5600theretore st lapplies
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Sage gets System HouseTM Boring Award
We have long used the headline "Simply the
Best" for our reviews of Sage. As Sage has
reported its best set of results ever and their
record is now pretty much unequalled amongst
UK-owned software companies, we see no reason

to change. The

S A ☁ : E results are so
good that, as sysmmHms

THE SAGE GROUP PLC P'eVieWEd 'as'
♥♥ month, we

award Sage a rare System House Boring Award for ten
years of consistently high pro ts and EPS growth.
The results headlines for the year to 30m Sept. 95 are:
- revenues doubled to £102.2m
- PBT up 57% at £22.4m. This was even better than the
£21.4m most analysts had forecast. Indeed, only six
months ago the consensus forecast was £18m. No wonder

the market was so delighted - marking the shares up
another 18% to 324p this month on the news.
- EPS was up 53%.
- cash flow was so strong that around 50% of the £18.5m

loan taken out last year to fund the Saari purchase has
been repaid. Cash at bank is up from £4m to 26.1 m.

- the ten year record is even more superb. Between 1986

and 1995, with no reversals, Sage has grown its EPS by

an average of 44% pa. and its PBT by an average of

49% p.a. Capita is the only other quoted SCSI
company which is likely to come close to that record.

- Sage☁s share price performance is equally without rival.

As can be seen on page 9, it has a CSI Index of 12461 -

i.e. more than an 11-fold growth since April 89 when our
index commenced. Even Unipalm can☂t beat that!

The Sage secret for success is very simple/text book stuff.
- they stick to what they are good at - which is accounting

software. They then develop depth (i.e. covering a wider

range of businesses from the one man band to the larger
corporation) and width by expanding outside the UK.
As the table shows, the Saari purchase has boosted

revenues fromthe French

market place substantially
and the Sybel purchase last
month will make this Sage☂s
largest geographic market in
1996.
o the acquisition trick is to buy
"stick to the knitting☝ type
companies and then develop

the margins closer to those
achieved in the mature UK

model. The table shows the
potential to improve margins

which still exists in France

and the US.
- they fully understand the

need for marketing and have

always spent about three

times more on marketing
than on development. Most

other companies think its

right to do it the opposite way

round.

' they believe in ☜developing ' '☜

__System House_

 

  

  
    

 

recurring revenues☝. Indeed £45.3m of
software sales to new sites are matched by

£47.8m of services and supplies to existing

users. Sage now has 160,000 customers on

support contracts. '
- and finally in this "obvious" list is management. It

is difficult to nd anyone with a bad word to say
against Chairman David Goldman. Personally
we have found him to be the most modest.
honest and straight forward of any of his peers.

But Goldman is to reduce his commitment to ☁part time☝
from next spring. It is a strength of Sage that the most
senior executives have been at Sage for over ten years.
☜Day-to-day affairs will be in the capable hands of Paul
Walker, the CEO".

@-Ftevenue Profit -

UK £29.3m £11.1m 38%
£5.8m £0.6m 10%

£15.8m £2.8m 15%
France

USA

lam-m

 

So what now? 01 of the current FY has started well and
Goldman is "confident of achieving satisfactory results☝
when analysts expect PBT of £28-30m. No further
acquisitions are planned in France, but Sage now wants
to repeat the strategy in Germany where a Saari sized
acquisition is now expected.
Footnote: Why have we waited so long to give Sage its
Boring Award? The problem was that Sage made a loss
in 1985 which has always been our base date. But ten
year records now start from 1986, so the one blot on the
Sage copy book can now be forgotten.

Sage Group plc
Ten Year PET and EPS Record

Relative to 1986
Year ending 30th September ☜H☝

g
g
g
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Research Machines plc
Revenue and PET Record

Relative to 1988Revenue

I

Revenue

1 v... «King son Sept-«bar I

{3.6m

193! 1309 1900 1901 1092 1993 1☝. 1995

. , . , twist the
as forfa continued growth in

_ _ I _ BC Warburg, ,have'upped their

t☁ . . . _ , .. _ _ . .. .-oriecés't.t ., V .. .1aesi7m: ☝' - . a '
Pearson Computacenter raises £50m
YOU may remember the mind boggling £310m that Computacenter is the UK's largest PC dealer, the largest
Pearson paid for Software Toolworks (now renamed UK.owned non quoted IT company by revenue, the largest
Mindscape) back in 1993 - amazing given that they lost direct seller ol PCs in Europe and, to be blunt, a pretty
£300K in the year to 30th June 95. successful operation allaround. In 1994 they reported PBT
This month Pearson☁s shares dropped on a profits of £10.5m on revenues ot£418m.
warning. Amongst other areas, the long awaited profits In July 95 Computacenter announced the largest PC
recovery at Mindscape does not appear to be happening. supply/support contract in the UK - a £60m p.a./3 year deal
☜An upturn in trading at Mindscape has been offset by a with BT. Although we estimate that around 80% of revenues
decline in prices paid by computer manufacturers". Source come trom hardware resale - where IBM and Compaq were
. F1- mh Dag, 95. "neck and neck☝ with 45% each, with HP a poor third at
WSAka-ns 7.6% - SCSI activities are growing significantly and

. ted 20% - or about £80m - of total revenues.Back in 1994 we reported that Schroders had been represen , u
appointed to advise planning, engineering and IndeedComputacenterclaimstobe byfarthe UK☂sIaryest

management consultancy, WS Atkins, on "a fiaatwith two desktop systems iqtegram☂ an? "on? Dime UK☂S leadingyears.._ desktop outsourcmg companles WIlh several hundred

But the latest interim results for the six months to 30th Sept. people work,☝ permanen y on we,"
95 hardly set the world on fire. Revenues were up 12% at °°uma°9m°r has. recently °°".☁p'9☁ed a complex £50m£1054!" _ modest given that this 9',th included the m☝ Eurobond Issue which put a notional value of QttOm on
bene t 0' acquisitions ☜k6 woonon Je reys Consultants. the group. They had planned a oat In 1990 which was
PET increased by jus☁ 4% at £ 103m and EPS up 2.8%. aborted. Everytime we speak to them we are assured that
No ,unher "0a, announcement has been made_ no turther float plans are being contemplated - ☜we prefer

to stay as we are☝.
But we would suspect the market might well put a higher
value than £110m on what has consistently been one of
the UK's most successful IT suppliers.
Assistance from PC Europa gratefully acknowledged ♥ 01206 853304

System House ♥   
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LBMS - a company from over

here now doing well over

- , there
LBMS, which provides application
development software products, has
announced much improved results

for the six months to 31 st Oct. 95, showing revenues up
13% (+17% if discontinued activities are excluded) at
£12.4m and PET of £496K compared with a loss of I£3.3m.
The "suecess of the transition to a US headquartered
global software company' - LBMS has moved its HQ to
Houston, obtained a NASDAQ listing, raised $12.5 new
cash and a significant US shareholding - has also led to a
"change in global strategy to focus on software products"
i.e. rather than the services which we rather prefer.
Anyway, software licence revenues were up 34% and now
represent 60% of total revenues.

Comment The problem we have with LBMS is their
increasing attitude that, of course, it☁s impossible to run a

worldwide software company with your HQ and
development centre in the UK. Indeed, how naive LBMS☂
previous managers were not to have realised that years
ago! Indeed, let this be a lesson to Sage, JBA, Coda, all
those UK/world beating virtual reality software companies,
the UK-based computer games industry which controls
>40% of the world market, the Misys banking software
which now is the world market leader etal. Rethink your
location policies now. You know you will have to relocate
when you get acquired by aUS company, so please don☂t

be so sell centred and save them the hassle of the move

by doing it now.
Also, like LBMS, please ignore the findings and analysts

 

predictions - increasingly from US-based experts too -
that the future belongs to services-led product companiey

£1.75m and EPS upCRT
CONSUIJIANCY☁RECRUI'IMENT-TRAINING AS its name suggests

CRT's main activities are:
- consultancy - or the supply of IT contract staff via the
Software Personnel operation - has performed well in line
with the boom in this marketplace. Staff on customer sites
increased by 25% to 2,300.

- recruitment, via LINK Recruitment, also performed well
with a 39% increase in permanent placements.

- training, which represents about 27% of revenues, in

some respects has been hit by its own success. Students

on vocational training courses have increased by 45% to

over 18,000. This created a 25% revenue growth to

£13.1m but investment to meet the demand meant that

costs increased and profits fell by 26% to £1.24m.

The newest v and smallest - division of CRT is Multimedia

Publishing, where sales were up nearly six-fold at £1 .2m

and losses were reduced to £170K.

CRT expects, as in previous years, that ☜pro ts will be
heavily weighted to the second half. With strong growth

in recruitment, the increased second half profit weighting

in training and encouraging trends in multimedia

publishing, the Board believes that CRT is commercially

and financially well positioned".

 

In the six months to 31st
Oct. 95, CRT reported

revenues up 65% at

£48.1m, PBT up 36% at

  

Real Time Control looking to buy

Real Tlme Control (RTC) develops software and systems

for retail EPoS applications. They had done
really well in the last full year to 31 st Mar.

95 - boosting PBT by 28% to a record
£1.8m. Chairman Barney Carrell (who,

by the way,.owns 56% of the equity)
was "oonfldenFin "reporting further
significant progress☝. Indeed, he

then went on to tell
, shareholders at the

.. r4 AGM in Sept. 95 that he
was looking for ☜acquisition candidates☝.
Results for the six months to 30th Sept. 95, however,

showed PBT down 29% at £742K on revenues down 37%
at £5.3m and EPS declined by 41% to 7.1 p, As this was
largely in line with expectations, the shares were
unchanged. A mere 4% rise in the year makes RTC one
of the poorest performers in 1995.

Carrell anticipates a "revenue bias towards the second
half☝. Current trading supports that view with "retailers☂
investment in IT systems continuing at a strong pace".

RTC also announced the rst order for its new Integrated
Security System where further prospects were.
☜encouraging☝.
Carrell - as last time - is "confident for the full ear"

         

  

 

  

   

    

 
   
   
   
      

  

     
   
   
   
   

  

 

Slomenn ledorf Information Systems Ltd
Revenue Growth
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3.40 , -1.10 Plot! to los

my priority list☝. £1.27m but a loss of £55.5K compared to PBT ol £7.5K last

Sorry you can☂t take the criticism Mr Bourne. But of course timet Floated at 125p in June 89, the shares ended 1995 at

everyone else is to blame for Total☁s depressing performance. 21 p. Interesting that our CSI index has risen by 125% in the
Last time it was short-sighted customers, now it☂s "the overall same period. But don☁t worry. Total☂s "current approach will

depressed state at the economy". This "makes all maximise share value in the medium to long term. butshart

opportunities very sensitive to price and leads to highly term conditions will still be dif cult".

competitive situations". "Concerns regarding the future Industry analyst Terry Bourne expects rationalisation of the
economic outlook appear well founded". software industry in the future. Perhaps a bit of rationalisation

Interim results to 30th Sept. 95 show revenues up 16% at is what Total needs toot

_System House_ 6 January 1995
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   Ftacal has purchased British Rail Telecommunications
for £132.75m.
Roger Foster and several of his ex-ACT team have formed
Financial Objects. The new venture will offer on-line

services and a tool set for application development in the

wholesale and retail banking sector. VCs Schroder

Ventures and Thompson Clive have 20% of the equity

for an investment of a million or so. Very fewACT directors
are left amongst the jobless now!

Azlan has bought Oslo-based Scandinavian
Communication Systems AS for up to £270K - £160K
now, rest in June 96. Reuters has taken a 2.5% stake in

Yahoo and will supply an on-Iine news service to the

Yahoo Internet site. (Forthose starting to use the Internet

- like us - Yahoo is about the best way of locating what
you want on the Internet that we have yet found).

Troubled games distributor Centregold has ☜identified a
number of parties who have expressed an interest in
acquiring part or the whole of the group☝.
Capita has acquired Ian Burnett & Co Ltd. for £550K in
new shares.
Staffware plc - which specialises in workflow systems -

has bought its Nottingham based reseller Software
Support Ltd. ☜for an undisclosed sum". Microvitec has

acquired SCI Network Intelligence Ltd. - a network
systems integrator - for £1.02m + a further £200K if SCI

achieves PBT of £100K in the six months to 30th June
96. SCI will fit in well with Layer One acquired for up to
c£2m in 1994.
Lombard Risk Systems has bought the remainder of
Teknos Systems. They bought 39% in Oct. 94. The total
consideration was 俉1.1m. Lombard Fiisk Systems' main
product is the trading system - OBERON. Teknos' digital
data transmission systems is integral to OBERON - hence
the purchase.

   Pa . V I ,. .. .

 

Arrival of the Rennies
A year ago when Jeff Trendell announced yet another
purchase to add to his Arrival Holdings group, Trendell
wrote ☜I am close to needing the Hennies☝on the release
sent to us. A reminder of our warnings of the dreaded
acquisition indigestion.
In June 95, Trendell bought the Intelligent Office Co from
the receivers - about the biggest meal he has had to date.
In November he merged this bit with Mason Fox BIU
Ltd. creating a new entity DecisionWorks where Arrival
has just a 30% stake.
This month, Arrival has announced its first disposals.
Systemsdata, Cypher Information Systems and Data
Net Corp. have been sold to an M80 team lead by Paul
Day and James Birch.

So that means that Arrival Holdings now consists of just
Syan, System Dynamics and Arrival Business
Solutions. We somehow feel that Rennies might not be
powerful enough to effect a cure.

According torep'orts in Microscope,» Paris in talksto
dispose of itsl'Macintosh distribution operation v Principal.

Hawkinsi '-

   

 

   
The most likeiyoption. is an☝ M80 led by MD Kevin-
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They do say In life that
everything comes to those39/

4 who wait. Ever since 1990,
Syntegra when Bill Haibert joined as

MD from Software Sciences,
we have been urging BT Customer Systems and then
Syntegra to get on with its growth by undertaking some
decent sized acquisitions During those years, organic

performance from Syntegra has been unexciting to say
the least. Revenues of £216m were recorded in the year
to March 95 and, although order intake has been good,
actual revenue growth in the current year is unlikely to be
that exciting.
But this month Syntegra announced that it had acquired
Europe Informatique - a French company specialising
in systems integration in the finance, manufacturing and
militias sector with particular emphasis on SAP systems.
The consideration is understood to be around £15m for
the FFr100m group.

This acquisition marks a new phase in Syntegra☂s
development. ☜With our resources and reputation there
are many businesses who are serious and enthusiastic
candidates for acquisition" said marketing director John
Priestley. It is highly unlikely that these will be in the UK
which represents the bqu of Syntegra's revenues already.
Syntegra is also likely to announce a ☜series of strategic
alliances in eastAsia'- Japan in particular. We hope, this
time, actions will speak louder than words.

One of the more interesting aspects of the newly energised
Syntegra will be to see how it relates to SHL Systemhouse
which, if you recall, was acquired by MCI - where BT has

a 20% stake - a few months ago. They are both major
systems integrators also involved in outsourcing
contracts. SHL in the UK with its Computer Marketing
background is more PC Oriented but the potential for a
"partnership" certainly exists.

Eurodis also moves Into France
You probably know Eurodis better by its previous
name - Electron House. Recently Swiss
Elektrowatt SA took a majority shareholding and
this month they have acquired the component
distribution arm ♥ TC-DIS - of French 565-
Thomson for £5.4m +
FFr13m of debt.

  

   
  

    



  

                           

   

  

   

   

       

   

 

  

      

   

    

                         

   

  

Shenivood sells City Deal
Sherwood Computer Services has been one of the
"recovery stocks of 1995☂ - up 131% in 1995 After two
dire years, a programme of consolidation - i.e. getting rid
of businesses - paid off with a return to modest pro ts.
Whether Sherwood sold a major stake in their FM activities
to ICL☂s CFM or formed a JV with them is a mute point.
Either way the £5.5m/5 year deal with Scottish Provident
in November was a major boost.

This month, Sherwood has sold its 80% stake in City Deal
- its share dealing and settlement service - to Cater Allan.
The deal valued City Deal at £7.25m of which Sherwood
receives £5.8m (plus around £550K for loan repayment
and certain other assets) - the remainder (20%) going to
City Consultants Ltd. Given that Sherwood purchased
its initial shareholding in 1993 for £16K it certainly has
"proved to be a highly successful investment for
Sherwood☝.

City Deal made PBT of £346K on revenues of £1.9m in
1994. They contributed £329K of Sherwood☂s £619K
profits in the six months to 30th June 95. Interestingly
that☁s over 50% of Sherwood☂s profits and the proceeds
were about 50% of Sherwood's market value. Clearly,
future profits will be adversely affected by the loss of the
City Deal contribution.

Sherwood will use the proceeds to reduce bank
borrowings and re-invest in its 1☜core business - the
provision of software products and services to the

 

   
in Oct. 95 System House 7'☝ headlined ☜SHL
Systemhouse buys PCL for £14m". We did actually make
it quite clear in the text thatPCL = Planning Consultancy
Ltd., but Trevor Clarke - MD of the PCL Group Ltd. -

☁phoned us to ask us to print a clarification. "We would
not want our customers to think we had been purchased
by SHL". Even though we didn☂t think we had made any
major bloomer, we agreed.

Just before publication date arrived, Clarke ☁phoned again
to ask us not to print the clarification. Rather perplexed
by now, we asked ☜Why?☝. "Because we have received
an approach from SHL to buy us - but you must promise
to keep it confidential". We agreed...and have done so.
This month, the deed was announced. SHL has bought
PCL Computer Management Services - the FM bit of
PCL - for what we estimate to be around 23m. The FM
deals were predominately mainframe based where
customers included Royal Borough of Windsor, Thomson
Directories, Hallmark Cards, Comet and Otis. CMS

represented about 26m out of PCL's £21m revenues and
was said to ☜have operated very profilab/y'. In 1994 PCL
Group reported PBT of £402K on revenues of £14.9m.
The remaining bits of PCL Group are ☜a market leader in
turnkey IT-based solutions for sales andmarketing as well I
as Europe☂s largest supplier of document imaging and the products >
data capture". Clarke now says he☜intends to acquire new ' about your own rave
companies to extend our leadership". ycapitalisationv'loiJk's ' 1
Clarke concedes - in much the same words used by Data The ertdseYéar Who?! UK☂OO
Sciences to justify the subcontracting of their data centre .008, Parity Sage,- _ Syn ☂ '
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operations to Integris - that "large scale mainframe FM French pur V . . j ,
has become a commodity business dominated by afew stones6f the French☝ 1519
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Modest end to spectacular year
Our review of share price performance in 1995 - when our

CSI Index rose by a massive 50% ♥ can be found on p12.

The month of December saw a relatively modest 2%

increase. This was due to majorfalls at MDIS (down another

41% this month due to profits warning #4 and the likelihood

of £20m+ losses for 1995 - see p10), Wakebourne (down

another 27%), EDP (down 25% on highly disappointing
results - see p10), Clinical Computing, clearly still in
intensive care. (down 17%). And, of course, Crey
Electronics (further disappointing results see p11). For all
followers of such ratios, Cray is now on a ratio of market

capitalisation to revenue of just 0.37. Now valued at just
£98m. that☂s substantially less even than the revenues of

the profitable Cray Systems + P-E international bits.
Spargo -theAM specialists ♥ was the highest riser; up 36%

on the month. Reversing games software developers,
Domark etal into Eidos saw massive profits for those who

subscribed to the placing at 375p in Oct. 95. Eidos ended
Dec. 95 on 683p; up another 33% in the month.

Month (30/11/95 - 27/12/95)
From 15th Apr 89
From 1st Jan 90
From 1st Jan 91
From 19! Jan 92
From 1st Jan 90
From 1st Jan 94
From 1st Jan 95

+1 24.73%
+144.24%
+217.47%
+1 15.08%
441.02%
+34.60%
+49.90%

«179.02%
+55.65%
+70.17%
+47.46%
+29.16%
+7.55%

+19.93%

+39.58%
+3.63%
440.88%

   

    

       

'♥ Shale price Share price Capitalisetlon Capltellsation
Share Price epitallsellon Historic RaIio CSI Index 56 move 91. move move (2m) move (Em)
27/12/95 (Ep) 7/12/95(£rri) PIE CapJRev. 27/12/95 since 30/11/95 In 1995 since 30/11/95 In 1995

Admiral 20.20 2102.70m 21.7 2.07T 6000.00 3.76% 30.39% 23.70111 230.3om
Azten 25.07 2136.40m 22.6 1.51 2204.35 2.22% 270.36% 20.90m 2107.10.11
Capiia 22.04 2159.90m 26.2 2.17 0520.53 3.65% 73.17% 29.50111 270.4011.
Cedardeta 21.66 250.00m 17.9 5.69 1500.95 ~1.19% 64.36% -20.60111 219.90n.
Centregold 20.65 227.90m 0.9 0.31 520.00 5.00% -43.97% -21.00111 -216.00m
Clinical Computing 20.31 25.021n 4.9 3.41 250.00 -17.33% 53.73% -21.06m ~25.00m
Coda 22.15 256.3011. 22.4 2.41 914.09 10.26% 179.22% 25.20m 236.10m
Compel 21.00 220.7011. 16.1 0.41 1504.00 1.00% 72.40% 20.301n 212.101n
Computerised Financial . 20.05 24.1711. 26.6 1.34 944.44 4.94% -17.40% 20.20m ♥20.67n1
Cray Eiaclmnios 20.42 290.4011. Loss 0.37 242.69 47.00% 44.30% -220.1011. -2205.00111
CRT 21.15 277.601n 10.1 1.07 1277.70 -4.17% 45.57% -23.401n 224.4011.
Dos Group 20.75 214.2011. 14.9 1.63 1250.00 -9.64% 2.74% 21.5011. 27.2911.
DelphiGroLp 23.62 291.901n 44.0 0.94 1439.71 11.73% 49.59% 29.6011. 232.6011.
DMslon Group 21.03 245.20m Loss 0.50 2575.00 -2.03% -11.97% -21.30m 25.70111
DFIS Dela 0. Banach 20.25 . 20.55111 35.4 0.97 227.27 4.17% -21.00% 20.3211. -22.05n1
Eidos 26.03 254.00111 Loss 216.00 6030.00 33.14% 123.93% 213.50m 245.10m
Electronic Data Processing 21.17 230.7011. 10.0 2.43 3502.36 24.52% »1 0.10% -29.90m -26.0011.
Gresham Computing 20.42 214.1 0.11 22.5 2.17 451.61 -4.55% 13.51% {0.30111 22.001n
INSTEM 21.73 27.79111 9.7 0.46 1730.00 1.76% 15.33% 20.14m 20.9911.
.104 Holdings 23.91 2133.30n1 41.1 1.47 2443.75 -3.93% 157.24% -25.5011. 203.1011.
Kalamazoo 21.15 222.40m 11.5 0.37 3205.71 22.34% 5.50% 24.1011. -219.10111
Kewlll 23.51 243.501n 12.4 1.29 1307.35 6.36% 46.06% 22.60m 214.501n
Leannth 0 011101141. 22.05 272.10n1 Loss 3.03 2375.00 40.09% 256.25% 29.1011. 254.701n
Loglca 24.62 2209.20.11 21.5 1.16 1265.75 -1.07% 42.15% -23.101n 200.4011.
Lorleri 22.07 211.0011. 70.1 1.40 2070.00 -1.43% 107.00% -20.20m 26.501n
Lynx Holdings 20.69 265.7011. 14.7 2.05 1725.00 202% 46.01% -21.9011. 245.90n.
Macro 4 24.23 207.1 0111 11.5 3.40 1705.65 2.42% -3.42% -22.50m 27.9011.
MAID 22.24 2205.40.11 196.5 23.10 2036.36 460% 224.64% 214.30m 2149.3011.
McDonnell is (MDIS) 20.41 241.0011. 9.0 0.26 157.69 -41.43% -59.41% ♥£29.00m >£60.00m
Mlcro Focus 25.65 205.301n 17.7 0.95 2729.47 ♥4.72% 31.10% -24.20m -232.00m
Mlcrogen 21.79 270.70m 15.4 1.20 764.96 2.29% 75.49% 21.6011. 230.5011.
Mlciovltec 20.49 237.1011. 16.5 0.04 1195.12 ~G.67☁/11 34.25% -21.50m 213.00m
M☁sys 25.73 240020111 16.3 3.13 1425.37 -3.54% 40.10% -217.60m 2205,5011.
MMT 22.46 220.0011. 15.1 2.06 1464.29 0.41% 20.00% 20.10111 25.70111
Mooropay 21.58 212.0011. 26.0 3.10 1903.61 1.20% 90.36% 20.20m 25.701n
MB Date Managamem 20.71 239.3011. 50.1 0.95 279.76 4.73% 35.91% ~22.00m -222.10m
On Demand 21.30 266.3011. Loss 7.54 1666.67 0.33% 94.03% 25.10111 232.101n
0111610 Molecular 22.50 2133.5011. Loss 40.19 3225.00 4.03% 330.00% 25.101n 2111.401n
P&P 21.51 2120.20.11 15.3 0.46 677.13 392% 104.05% -24.som 262.301n
Pamy 21.75 273.9011. 21.4 0.03 0722.19 2.34% 30.09% 21.70111 227.701n
Pegasus 22.10 213.201n 15.1 2.74 572.21 44.55% 40.00% -20.7om 23.01m
Persona 22.04 234.401n 24.9 1.09 1775.00 4.41% 77.50% 21.5om 215.1011.
Phonellnk 21.90 275.9011. Loss 36.32 1225.01 2.15% -1o.00% 21.60m 20.301n
Proteus 21.00 235.3011. Loss n/a 1205.71 092% 30.29% 120.30m ~219.1om
Quainy Sottwere 26.20 277.901n 21.9 4.72 1652.63 264% 63.97% »22.10m 244.60n.
Radius 20.52 214.5011. 14.4 0.50 376.01 ♥7.14% 36.04% -21.10m 23.9011.
R53] Time Control £1.78 £12.50m 11.8 0.93 3532.65 0.00% 4.09% 20.00!" £0.50m

RM 24.22 271.0011. 22.4 0.00 2411.43 0.61% 104.05% 26.20m 236.30m
Rails 0. Nolan 22.69 233.6011. 40.1 2.35 3202.30 0.37% 45.41% 20.1011. 211.20m
Slge 0.16.21 23.24 2346.401n 35.7 3.39 12461.54 17.02% 140.36% 252.40m 2205.5o1n
Sanderson Electronics 21.42 250.6011. 16.5 1.01 2417.02 070% 79.75% -20.5011. 220.2011.
59"☜ Group £5.36 2501.70m 25.6 0.04 1605.53 019% 31.37% 420.4011. 2123.10.11
Sherwood 21.05 215.90m Less 063 1541.67 4.52% 131.25% ileum £11.02m
$93090 Consume 21.44 210.0011. 35.5 2.99 1515.79 35.05% 50.24% 24.0011. 26.6011.
Standard Pletfoms my, 5535," Lass 3.90 7333 3.13% 17.05% 20.1501 £2,641"

SUFB'SCEPG 24.29 236.0011. Loss 22.04 2166.67 0.70% 110.29% 20.20m 225.201n
W31 20.21 22.101n 21.6 0.92 396.23 4.55% -40.00% -20.10m -21.40111
Tm☜ 20.40 25.00m 15.0 0.23 320.00 0.00% 42.44% 20.00m -2o.13m
Unhalm 26.50 2133.901n 439.2 7.57 6500.00 ~13.33% 450.05% -220.60m 2110.00111
V693 Gmup 23.50 251.2011. 26.6 4.09 2934.43 4.37% 36.12% 22.2011. 214.001n
Vl uamy 22.54 270.4011. Loss 7.71 1494.12 -6.62% 14.93% -24.90m 212.60m
Vlslec 20.23 227.901n Loss 0.56 970.26 016% 73.00% -22.50n1 211.90m
Wekeboume 20.16 23.651n 2.2 0.10 00.09 -27.27% 49.75% -21.37n1 42.2.0511.       Note: CSI Index set at 1000 on 15th April 1959. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighty-☁1: a change in the share price 01 the largest company has the same effect as a similar change forthe smallestoompeny.
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MDIS - the nightmare continues
It is difficult now to find the words to describe McDonnell
Information Systems. That they have been the biggest
disaster of recent times is beyond doubt. The true extent
of the damage they have inflicted on the credibility of our
industry is less clear.
On 21st Dec. 95, MDIS issued what was in effect its 4th

profit warning. Operations would "broadlybreak even"for
1995 but that's before exceptional charges of "approx.
£20m☝ for closure of non-core activities, around 170

redundancies and ☜large write downs"for surplus property.
The ☁pre-excepliona/ losses in discontinued businesses
in 1995 were £10m - £15m☝. Spain is to be closed w.e.f.
Jan 96, negotiations to sell the libraries operation are "at
an advanced stage☝ and it also hoped to sell the troubled
IBS banking business (if only they can find a buyer).
The continuing bits in the UK have llshown revenue growth
in 1995☝. The US Chess operation grew but "will now make
a loss for 1995". PRO-IV made a substantial loss in 1995.
In July 95 UBS were forecasting £12.3m pro t for 1995.
ln Aug, 95 they revised it to £2m which we publicly said
we didn☂t believe.
MDIS was a new issue in May 94 at 260p or £260m. By
the time of profits warning #3 inAug. 95, when CEO Jerry
Causley departed, the share price had slumped to 67p.
Chairman Ian Hay Davidson then announced a new
"strengthened management that will deliver a recovery in
shareholder value☝. They at least clearly believed it as
they bought 63,000 shares at 67p. This month MDIS
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it seems to have been
an excellent 1995 for

I futures and options
bureau Rolfe & Nolan.

ROI-FE & NOLAN Their future success
has depended on the

successful development, implementation and sale oftheir
all important Lighthouse system. The news that "The
Lighthouse was shining☝ system House Aug. 95 contributed
towards a 45% share price in 1995.

Latest interim results for the six months to 31st Aug. 95
show revenues up 8% at £7.66m. PBT up 45% at £1 .07m
and EPS up 84%.
But their current trading success is due to a recovery in
European market volumes (reaching record levels for the
bureau in London), the trend towards FM, 3 100% record
in licence renewals and four new in-house licences which
all contributed towards a modest 6% increase in profits in
Europe. The UK and Europe represents nearly 70%, or
£5.2m, of total turnover and practically all the profit.

However, it was the halving of losses in the USA to £115K
and a first time £132K profit contribution from Asia Pacific
which really made the difference. Two years ago it was
losses at recently acquired Brokerage Systems Inc. which
caused a profits warning to be issued and the first profits
reversal in Fl&N☂s excellent history.

Despite minor initial delays, Lighthouse is in live use at

Credit Suisse☂s Zurich office with roll out of a further four

implementations now expected. No other firm sales as

yet, but thelist of prospects outside Credit Suisse "is

growing rapid/V.
PBT in excess of £2.5m is now expected for the full year.

   

  
Lock takes worldwide role at IBM
Greg Lock has joined a long list

of excellent UK IT managers

whose expertise is

recognised on an

international basis. Lock has W... ,.

been appointed lBM's worldwide GM for manufacturing

industries. Lock is the only UK national to hold such an

elevated post in lBM.
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Annus horribilus is
definitely a term
which fits Cray

Electronics in
1995.
Cray started 1995

with some analysts expecting profits in excess of £30m.
with Chairman Roger Holland expecting "further growth
and increased pro ts for the future☝- 11th Jan. 95 - and a
share price of 162p.
After ☜the mother of all profits warnings" issued in Apr. 95,

Cray ended the year:
- announcing interim results to 31st Oct. 95 showing
revenues down 5% at £128.9m, a trading loss of £2.4m

(compared with a profit of £12.2m) and, with restructuring
and property provisions, a loss before tax of £14.6m.
Probably the largest interim loss ever recordedin the
sector.
0 with a share price of 42p and a market capitalisation of
just £98.4m.
- with the legendary Cray management team having lost
something far more valuable than the reduction in the value
of their own shares. They had lost their credibility. On top
of that FD Jeff Harrison had lost his job and Chairman
Roger Holland has now stood down in favour ofAlec Daly.
The reasons for the problems have been well chronicled.
They had largely related to mismanagement at Cray
Communications. The SCSI activities - Cray Systems and
P-E International - however, seemed to have performed

well. indeed, above budget.

31☜ Oct 94 Sist Oct 95 56

Ft EV E N U E

Cray Communications
Cray Systems

P-E Intemationai
TOTAL Revenue
OPERATING PROFIT
Cray Communications
Cray Systems
P-E international
Total Operating Profit £12 , 2 70 K
Net interest £150K

£10 ☜st♥
_♥
Despite a 6% increase in revenues, the interim results
show a 9% reduction in Gray Systems☂ operating profit
due to investment ☜to further develop the tour and ferry
operators Reservation Systems, satellite Earth
Observation Systems and the Microsoft development
centre☝. Profits last time around had been boosted by a
major new licence deal with American Airlines. Mike Shone
was quite bullish when we talked to him. He said the
outlook was ☜the best I've ever known☝with a major new
contract from ESA in the offing, several new orders for
environmental systems. early encouraging signs from the

Microsoft Development Centre and five new licences for
the GSM system signed in Nov. 95.
P-E International - the management consultancy activity
- seems to have fared well with operating profits up nearly
50%. But, the 34% operating margin is still far too low.
Several gloomy reviews (e.g. "the shares have further to
fall☝ Mail on Sunday on 17th Dec. 95) produced the inevitable
result...Cray shares fell another 17% this month to end
the year down 74% at 42p.
We are on record, when the shares Were 47p, saying that,
the SCSI bits were worth the value put on the whole group.

System House ~♥

QLay_
Electronics

£82,500K
£34,900K
£17,600K

2135 000K

£9,514K
£2,046K
£410K
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Christmas reading other

MDIS down 59% ando . . . .
☜financial reviews of 1995☝ CSI Index up 50A, In 1995 algal compmmg down
you will already know that with all this good news,
this was the year of the - - ~. ' ou would have ex cted
high technology stock. cs' ,Index . to be bumper ye); for

 

  

 

  

   

 

UmPaIm 5 [rise this new issues. In fact it was
Year. F? 1 51" memet ☁2☁ the "vvarst☂on record with
assocratrons made them just one new entry . CMG .
an irresistible acquisition . .and four leavers.
target for UUNet, put them - ACT acquired by Mlcyc
at the top of every list. - Enterprise which went bust
Unipalm had been as high a Unipalm acquired by UUNot
as 890p - a 650% rise. In -Victec acquired by/reversed
the US, of course, > into Lynx.
Netscape, headed every _ Soanet ☁minusthree'.
listing. But, as we have predicted
Unipalm was not the only ~ before, we see a number

UK ☜froth stock'to rocket in 1995. "We are misunderstood" of quality services corrrpanies using the window now open
MAID was up 224%, Superscape up 110%, On-Demand for afloat in 1996.
up 94% and Oxford Molecular up 330%. We see that window only being open for a short time.
Much of these rises were based on little more than hype. Political uncertainty will increase as the Election
Perhaps therefore the real successes of 1995 were the approaches. In addition, we anticipate that wage inflation

continued excellent performances at Azlan (up 278%), will accelerate as skill shortages increase. Profits have
JBA (up 157%). RM (up 105%), P&P (up 104%) and, risen by 2- 3 times faster than revenues in each of the
above all, at ☜Super☝ Sage (up 140%). We should also last three years. Increased productivity from cost (staff)
not overlook the recoveries at Coda (up 179%), LBMS reductions does have alimit. Although we expect our CSI

(up 256%), Eidos (up 124%) and Sherwood Computer Index to show a healthy growth in 1996 compared with
(up 131%). And that list merely mentions the stocks that the FTSE 100. another near 50% growth seems unlikely.
have more than doubled in the year leaving our ☜Tip for I ☁ I Comp/[man ☁ ☝ "
1995☝Sanderson Electronics languishing on a "mere☝80% Firstly can we thank "

'"crease! v _ Christmas cards you» ' '
On the AIM market both FIrecrest (up 212%) and Lonen personalised massagesme
(up 107%) rnorethan doubled their first dealing price since was from Ross Graha ☁ "
moving from the 4.2 to the AIM market. too much 3mm)☝ (0,},
All this contributed towards the best performance for our ' '
CSI Index EVER - up 50% in 1995 compared with a 20%
rise in the FTSE100 and a rather modest 11% rise in the
FFSE Small Cap Index. _ ark Q

There were only 16 shares ' om of 63 ' Wh'Ch_reg'Stered SOrry.....Apologies to Roger Graham. In our story last month

any taH' Four Share: more than halYed m Value ' when he stepped down as Chairman of Delphi, we said he had
wakeboume down 80 /°- CraY EIEC☁mn'CS down 74%" ioined the board of Hambros. He has, intact, joined Hill Samuel.
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] 1.995 Holway E☁eportiavailable now) I y ☁ _ H . _
.V,D'.'.II:.M§steitj copy ☁6' £1600 (chequewith order only) CIAddttionaiccptes☂GQ I
2.:gsKstemHouse , - " v ,. . . ' . ..
-☂ V.»_=:_Ovhe year'a'aubecr pitch 6 £295 pa. [3 ☜☁4 - copy subscription'e 2590'

☁ ' (due to be pubtia
Additional copies 0 2850 Matt

   

   , .v Master copy at £5,600, .

Cheque payable to Richard Holway Ltd.

Richard Holway Ltd., 16 Great Austins, D Cheque enclosed ☁
FARNHAM Surm Gus 8J0. : .

L☁SIQN d: , '_> .- ☂ w Date: ,_;_ _ __
Sylttrn Halli. "' Is published monthly by thhard Hotway leited, 18 Great Austins. FARNHAM. Surrey. GU9 BJQ telephone 01252 724584
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